Marie Smith

Biography

Author Marie Smith was born and raised in Oregon. She lives on a small farm outside of Portland that she shares with a horse, a goat, two dogs, two cats, and another author, Roland Smith. Together Marie and Roland have written five alphabet books (published by Sleeping Bear Press). Besides visiting schools and writing, she spends time traveling across the country visiting her four grandsons.
— from www.sleepingbearpress.com

Books at Bentonville Public Library

**Juvenile Non-fiction**

*B is for Beaver: An Oregon Alphabet* (2003) [JNF 979.5 SMI]

*E is for Evergreen: A Washington Alphabet* (2004) [JNF 979.7 SMI]

*N is for Our Nation's Capital: A Washington, DC Alphabet* (2005) [JNF 975.3 SMI]

*S is for Smithsonian: America's Museum Alphabet* (2010) [JNF 069.09 SMI]

*T is for Time* (2015) [JNF 529 SMI]

*W is for Waves: An Ocean Alphabet* (2008) [JNF 551.46 SMI]

*Z is for Zookeeper: A Zoo Alphabet* (2005) [JNF 590.73 SMI]

Related Authors Recommended by BPL

Carol Crane
David Domeniconi
Brad Hersog

Matt Napier
Michael Shoulders
Michael Ulmer
Link to Lesson Plan

http://www.bentonvillelibrary.org/assets/YLF/pdfs/mariesmith-lesson.pdf

Additional Library Resources

Print

More on Oregon, Washington and Washington D.C.
Capital (2002) by Lynn Curlee [JNF 975.3 CUR]
District of Columbia: The Nation's Capital (2012) by Karen Durrie [ENF 975.3 DUR]
Oregon: The Beaver State (2013) by Helen Lepp Friesen [ENF 979.5 FRI]
Oregon (2014) by Deborah Kent [JNF 979.5 KEN]
The People of the West (2015) by Blaine Wiseman [JNF 978 WIS]
Washington: The Evergreen State (2013) by Laura Pratt [ENF 976.8 PRA]
Washington (2014) by R. Conrad Stein [JNF 979.7 STE]

More About Oceans
The Magic School Bus Presents Ocean Adventure (2014) by Mary Kay Carson [ENF 591.92 CAR]
The Next Wave: The Quest to Harness the Power of the Oceans (2014) by Elizabeth Rusch [JNF 621.31 RUS]
Oceans and Seas (2015) by Diyan Leake [ENF 551.46 LEA]
Minnesota: The North Star State (2013) by Pamela McDowell [ENF 977.6 MCD]
Paul Bunyan (2003) by Bill Balcziak [ENF 398.2 BAL]
Pioneer Girl: The Annotated Autobiography [YANF 92 Wilder Laura Ingalls]
Sylvia Earle: Ocean Explorer (2015) by Dennis Fertig [JNF 92 EAR]

More Resources on Time
Hours, Minutes, and Seconds (2011) by Tracey Steffora [ENF 529.7 STE]
Telling Time: How to Tell Time on Digital and Analog Clocks! (2000) by Jules Older [ENF 529.7 OLD]
Telling Time (2007) by Patricia J. Murphy [ENF 529 MUR]
The Time Book: A Brief History from Lunar Calendars to Atomic Clocks (2009) by Martin Jenkins [JNF 529.7 JEN]
Time Word Problems (2013) by Lisa Colozza [JNF 529 COC]

More Information on Zoos
Feeding Time at the Zoo (2014) by Sherry Shahan [ENF 591.5 SHA]
My Visit to the Zoo (2007) by Aliki [ENF 590 ALI]
What’s New? The Zoo!: A Zippy History of Zoos (2014) by Kathleen Krull [JNF 590.73 KRU]
Zoobots: Wild Robots Inspired by Real Animals (2014) by Helaine Becker [JNF 629.8 BEC]
A Zoo Field Trip (2015) by Isabel Martin [ENF 590.73 MAR]
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More on Oregon, Washington and Washington D.C.


More About Oceans


http://www.pkearthandspace.com/article/650/all-about-oceans


More Resources on Time


http://www.pkphysicalscience.com/article/450/measuring-time


More Information on Zoos


